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Hello dear Gloryhole Owners and Activist!
It helps if you read the other Interviews available
at www.gloryholebook.com for yourself to see a variety
of owners who took part in the interviews before!

Please fill out this Gloryhole Interview
and use more than just 1-2 sentences for each question.
(Just copy all questions in a new document and write your answers below!)

Important: PLEASE feel free to ADD YOUR OWN QUESTIONS
you want to be asked - and providing the perfect answer to it, too!
ALSO: ADD several of your private Gloryhole images (NO VISIBLE
dicks in it!) as well if you can showing the set up from different sides.
QUESTIONS:

●

Can you share a few bits about yourself?
(no real personal names and too much things
that can expose you to your real identity if you do
not want to be “tracked down”)

●

Where is your Gloryhole located physically?

●

Since when have you been operating your Gloryhole?

●

What was the original idea that brought you to the decision to open a
Gloryhole?

●

What is your most memorable experience with your Gloryhole?

●
●

What is the most horrible experience with your Gloryhole?
What is the best advice you have for others that want to open their own
Gloryhole?

●

How to make all the time available to be at your Gloryhole as often as
possible? Do you charge people to use the Gloryhole? Do you earn money
from it using social media - if so, what and was it hard to get it started? Does it
really pay the bills?

●

How do you take images or record videos? Do people know that you film them
behind the Gloryhole?

●

Do you hide your face with a mask to protect your privacy? If so what is your
favorite product you use and is it enjoyable to wear? Any tips on masks or
blindfolds?

●

Do you fear competition with more and more private Gloryholes being
announced and promoted?

●

What is the technical set up - how did you manage to build the Gloryhole? Did
you try different versions technically speaking?

●

What do you think that some men think a "fabric gloryhole" is not a real
gloryhole?

●

How do you open the door anonymously? Do you use an automatic door
opener?

●

Do you have a security emergency protocol for yourself? Does anyone know
you run this Gloryhole and could assist you if you are in an emergency
situation?

●

What do you do if you do not use the Gloryhole, do you hide it and how?

●

Anything else that you want to share with the world?

